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Abstract

There is no automatic mechanism to integrate in-
formation between heterogeneous genome maps.
Currently, integration is a difficult, manual pro-
cess. We have developed a process for knowledge
base design, and we use this to integrate order and
distance relationships between genetic linkage, ra-
diation hybrid, and physical maps.

Until now, the only way to develop a persis-
tent, knowledge-intensive application was to ei-
ther develop a new knowledge base from scratch
or coerce the application to fit an existing knowl-
edge base. This was not from lack of interest
by the knowledge base or database community,
hut merely from a lack of theoretical tools pow-
erful enough to tackle the problem. We import
formalisms from knowledge representation, natu-
ral language semantics, programming language re-
search, and databases. These form a strong, theo-
retical foundation for knowledge base design upon
which we have implemented the knowledge base
design tool called WEAVE.

Introduction
What does a geneticist want from a database ?
One thing is a database which integrates the differ-

ent kinds of genome maps.
What would you ask the databasef
What is the distance between markers? Is there sup-

port for one order over another? What is the consis-
tency between marker orders?

We have implemented a knowledge base design tool
which makes it easier to develop knowledge bases which
answer these kinds of queries.

We have developed knowledge bases within several
other areas including general knowledge representa-
tion, problem solving, and natural language process-
ing, with positive results, but have found the heteroge-
neous genome mapping problem to be the most in need
of direct knowledge base support. Currently, there are
many different kinds of genome maps at different lev-
els of granularity, with different properties, and with

different ways in which they are useful. Each map is
based on laboratory procedures which can have errors
and inconsistencies. Different statistical methods are
used to deal with the problems, and they are based
on different assumptions and models. People can gen-
erally deal with one kind of map at a time, though
it is tedious. When multiple, heterogeneous maps are
available, it can be difficult to handle the complexity.

We have developed a general process for designing
knowledge bases which can be used for heterogeneous
genome maps. This process is supported by a strong,
theoretical foundation and an implemented knowledge
base design tool called WEAVE [Graves, 1993]. We
demonstrate the process on a simple representation for
distance and explain how queries can be asked of the
knowledge base. We also show how order information
can be represented in a similar fashion.

Knowledge Base Design
Often the best way to solve a problem is to change the
way the problem is viewed [Anderson, 1985]. This re-
quires a change in the representation of the problem
state. However, most representation schemes require
that a problem be represented in only one way. This
can lead to a more efficient implementation, but re-
quires a human to mentally coerce their reasoning pro-
cess into a fixed, unnatural form (while trying to solve
a difficult problem).

The solution to this problem is to have one formal-
ism to represent the structure of the knowledge in a
computationally effective form and let the user view
the data in the manner most natural to the solution of
the problem. If the user is unsure of the most natural
representation, it is also important that the system be
both flexible and extensible.

We have applied this to the problem of knowledge
base design and have implemented a tool which can be
used to develop knowledge bases that allow for multiple
views of the same structure. This is done by allowing
distinct data types to share a common structure for the
data and is implemented via the layered architecture
of WEAVE.

Integrating heterogeneous maps is an especially good
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problem on which to demonstrate this approach be-
cause there is already an underlying structure (the
genome) which people view in different ways (physical
and genetic maps). This is not to say that the most
computationally efficient way of representing the un-
derlying structure of the maps will correspond to the
genome, but merely indicates that there is a common
structure to the maps, and this can guide development
toward a more effective implementation. It gives us
a place to start and fixes the user’s view to be the
heterogeneous maps. This results in the goal to find
a common structure which can be efficiently used to
integrate the information contained in multiple, het-
erogeneous maps.

To design an application-specific data model using
our approach, the knowledge base developer begins
with a graphical sketch which appears to capture the
structure and semantics required for the application.
The developer abstracts common features of the sketch
and uses WEAVE to group the abstractions into new
data types. Methods are then developed to do rea-
soning on the data types, and the types and meth-
ods are collected to form a new data model for the
knowledge base. Any step can be repeated to refine
the data model, and WEAVE is used to develop a pro-
totype knowledge base. We demonstrate this process
on the problem of representing distance and order in-
formation for heterogeneous genome maps.

Genome Mapping

Mapping is the process of determining the relative po-
sition of genes and other genetic markers on a chro-
mosome and estimating the distance between them.
Markers have a physical location on a chromosome
which can be identified by some laboratory procedure
and whose pattern of inheritance can be followed. A
genome map can be used to find the location of a spe-
cific gene whose location is not known by using labora-
tory procedures to discover which markers on the map
are close to the gene in question. There axe several
different mapping processes and strategies with sev-
eral resulting maps. In this paper, we deal with three
different maps: genetic linkage maps, physical maps,
and radiation hybrid maps.

Genetic linkage maps are based on the inheritance
of genes and markers from one generation to another
[Ott, 1991]. Alternative forms of a marker (alleles) axe
studied within a pedigree (family) to determine their
pattern of inheritance. Multiple markers can be exam-
ined, and statistical methods can be used to estimate
the likelihood that they are linked, that is, close to-
gether on the same chromosome. Distance can be mea-
sured as the expected number of recombination events
(crossovers) which occur between markers. This dis-
tance is measured in Morgans with 1 Morgan corre-
sponding to one expected crossover per meiosis.

Physical maps vary in their degree of resolution de-
pending upon the laboratory procedure used. They

measure physical distance between markers in terms
of the number of base pairs between two markers; the
actual distance can only be estimated based on the
resolution of the specific laboratory procedure used.

tLadiatiou hybrid maps are created by using a high
dose of x-rays to break a human chromosome into sev-
eral fragments. Laboratory procedures can be used
to collect fragments into rodent-human hybrid clones
which are analyzed for the presence or absence of spe-
cific markers. Each hybrid contains a sample of hu-
man fragments and statistical methods can be used to
estimate the probability of a radiation-induced break
between two markers. It appears that the frequency
of breakage between markers is directly proportional
to physical distance, and this distance can be recov-
ered using statistical methods which take the possibil-
ity of multiple, intervening breakpoints into account
[Cox et al., 1990]. The distance is measured in Rays
with 1 Ray corresponding to one expected break. Ra-
diation hybrid maps attempt to measure physical dis-
tance (as do physical maps), but do this by breaking
the chromosome at random locations, which requires
statistical methods to recover distance (as is needed
for genetic maps).

Theoretical Foundations

Until now, the only way to develop a persistent,
knowledge-intensive application was to either develop
a new knowledge base from scratch or coerce the ap-
plication to fit an existing knowledge base. This
was not from lack of interest by the knowledge base
or database community [Brodie, 1984, Carey, 1990,
Zdonik and Maier, 1990], but merely from a lack of
theoretical tools powerful enough to tackle the prob-
lem.

The knowledge base design process can deteriorate
into ad hoc development unless there are theories sup-
porting it which are both powerful enough to express
the needed information and natural enough to guide
the development in a productive manner. One good
way of representing structural information is a flexi-
ble, graphical framework. Behavioral information can
be stored in a strongly-typed system (as is done in
the functional and object-oriented programming lan-
gnage paradigms). Static and dynamic properties of
knowledge-intensive applications are traditionally or-
ganized in terms of a data model.

We import attribute value description languages
[Nobel and Smolka, 1990] from knowledge represen-
tation [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985][ A’/t-Kaci and
Podelski, 1991] and natural language semantics
[Kasper and Rounds, 1986, Sowa, 1984] to represent
the structure of knowledge in a graphical frame-
work, and we import constructive type theory
[Martin-L6f, 1982] from programming language re-
search to represent type information in a manner
that lends itself to the automatic generation of in-
ference rules on the type. These, together with
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a persistent, vivid, binary logic knowledge store
[Etherington eta/., 1989, Deliyanni and Kowalski, 1979,
Bic and Lee, 1987] and an algebraic approach to data
models, form a strong, theoretical foundation for
knowledge base design upon which we have imple-
mented the tool WEAVE.

Attribute value description languages [Nebel and
Smoika, 1990] represent information in a framework
of concepts and attributes which has a Tarski-style,
model-theoretic semantics but can represent the infor-
mation usually found in graphical notations. These
have been used for a variety of applications, and we
have developed an attribute value description language
within WEAVE called WEB which is geared toward
knowledge base design.

Constructive (intuitionistic) mathematics is a non-
classical approach which does not allow for indi-
rect proofs. Constructive type theory encodes logi-
cal propositions as types in a formalism which allows
mathematical proofs to be tightly coupled to computer
programs. It uses natural deduction style inference
rules to develop and reason with types in a manner
which is both mathematically rigorous and computa-
tionally perspicuous. Constructive type theory is a the-
ory of types which defines type constructors and data
constructors in terms of inference rules, and abstract
data types are created by type constructors. For ex-
ample, LIsT(A), where A is a type variable, is a type
constructor which creates lists; LIST(SYMBOL) is 
abstract data type for list of symbols whose elements
are created by the data constructors pair and nil.

Data models are organized using an algebraic ap-
proach and are built up using the constructive type
definitions and the operations are developed as meth-
ods on the types.

Knowledge Base Querying

One advantage of a knowledge base over an ad hoc
system is the ability to query against it. Because
we want the knowledge base to be useful in a realis-
tic setting, it is also important to make the interface
as user-friendly as possible. Query processing is done
in WEAVE through a simple knowledge base manager.
Currently, the knowledge base manager is given a par-
tially instantiated data constructor and retrieves the
structures in the knowledge base which match it.

Although this is work in progress, we want to set the
context in which knowledge base design is most useful.
We are developing a natural language interface to the
knowledge base manager which will allow for English
queries to the knowledge base such as:
Find tke di, tanee between marker D~ISI and marker D21SII.

Find the best orderings.
Find order evidence for markers D~ISI6 and D~IS48.
WEAVE is being used to implement the natural lan-

guage interface, and this natural language interface ap-
plication will also serve as another test and demonstra-
tion of WEAVE’s effectiveness.

WEAVE can answer these queries and others like
them now when expressed as data constructors such
as:

dintmace(marker( ’D2151), marker( ’D21511), 
?order in beBt-order(?datuet, ?order)
order(marker( ’D21516), marker( ’D21S48), ?order)

The natural language queries and data construc-
tor queries have a similar form which can be used
in a unification-based natural language interface
[Shieber, 1986]. The disadvantage in all implemented
systems except ours is that this restricts the queries to
have a form similar to the data constructors that were
used to define the knowledge base.

In WEAVE it is possible to have multiple, overlapping
type definitions on the same structure. This allows
data to be entered using one view of the structure and
retrieved using alternative views.

We now show how one view can be created for DIS-
TANCE. This is demonstrated in terms of putting data
into the knowledge base, although the same types are
also used for retrieval. The same process is also used
to develop overlapping types for retrieving the data.

Distance
Distance between markers in a genome map represents:
expected number of recombination events (crossovers)
between them, expected number of breaks induced
by irradiation, or physical distance expressed in base
pairs. Each of these distances can be estimated by a
laboratory procedure. We give a common representa-
tion for the distances and their estimates, develop data
types for them, and show how they can be combined
to integrate distances from heterogeneous maps.

Abstracting Common Features

Distance between markers in a map can be represented
graphically as a distance node with estimates of the dis-
tance represented as values of a multi.valued attribute
(set-valued role) labeled estimate. For example, the
distance between the markers D21S1 and D21Sll may
be represented as:

where the estimates are defined by multiple data sets.
These estimates should be thought of as being collected
by the units of the distance estimates, and the collec-
tions are denoted above by the dashed lines.
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From this sketch an abstraction for distance can be
formed in the binary logic programming language WEB
which will construct the graph for distance.

wDistance( ? marker l , ?marker2, ?estimate)
=_ [create ?distance]

(markerl ?distance ?markerl)
(marker2 ?distance ?marker2)
(estimate ?distance ?estimate)
[return ?distance]

where fname denotes a variable, and we use
w(Construetor) to make clear that this is a program
defined in WEB. The abstractions in WEB that con-
struct graphs in the knowledge base are called graph
constructors.

The graph constructor wDistance is then associ-
ated with a data constructor for the data type DIS-
TANCe. The data constructors are embedded in a func-
tional programming language and are used to build the
knowledge base.

Much more information is needed in a representation
of the estimate, such as the data set used, the order
which the distance is based on, and the statistical ev-
idence for the estimate. When these are included, it
results in a representation such as:

which represents the distance information between
D21S1 and D21Sll from a radiation hybrid data set
[Cox et al., 1990].

Abstractions, data constructors, and data types can
be generated from this sketch as follows. First, find
the sections of the graph which are likely to be reused
in a semantically meaningful manner. In this example,
the concepts involved are: distance, marker, estimate,
evidence, and data set. Each of these concepts are
associated with a section of the graph. We then de-
fine a graph constructor to build each section (as was
done for distance above). For this example, it is fairly
straightforward to do, though WEAVE also has more
extensive capabilities which can also deal with more
complex constructs, such as cyclic graphs, collections
of multi-valued attributes, and indirection.

When we separate the sections of the graph, we are
left with five graph constructors: wDistance, wMarker,
wEstimate, wEvidence, and wRHDataSet which build
the graphs

wI~W:

?marker2

?unit

" ce4
?evidence ?data set

wEvldence: w~- ~level

These five graph constructors have arguments as fol-
lows:

wDistance( ? markerl , ? marker~ , ?estimate)
wMarker( ? name 
wEstimate (? value, ? unit, ? dataset, ? evidence, ? o~ler 
wEvidence( ?statistic, ?magnitude)
wRHDataSet(? radlevel, ?data)

Note that in this example the value includes both the
estimate and a measure of variability.

Forming Data Types

Each of these graph constructors is associated with
a data constructor for a nser-defined type. The
data constructor’s parameters are typed and accessed
through a strongly-typed functional programming lan-
guage called SPIDER (also part of WEAVE). The graph
is created when the data constructor is evaluated
within SPIDER. The data constructors have type spec-
ifications like:

distance: Marker x Marker x Estimate ---, Distance
marker : Symbol ~ Marker
estimate:

N~mber X Unit X Da~aSet X E~idenee X Order ---+ Estimate

where the types are created using a defetype form in
SPIDER. The defetype form for DISTANCE is:

defstype Distance ()
distance(Marker, Marker, Estimate) - eDistance

Most types have more than one data construc-
tor. The common data type LIST has data con-
structors nil() and pair(?xo?l), and the 
BINARYTREE has data constructors leaf(?a) and
node(?lelt,?right). For the current example, 
have found it useful to have multiple data constructors
for DATASET -- for both a radiation hybrid data set,
which takes the radiation level as another argument.
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and data sets that do not need that additional argu-
ment. Thus for DATASET, there are data constructors
wDataSet and wRllDataSet with a type definition of

defetype DataSet (A)
dataset(DataSetType,A) = wDataSet
rad-dataset(Nmaber,l) = wRHDataSet

The DATASETTYPE would be either Genetic or
Physical in this example, as is shown in the next sec-
tion. These data constructors can be used to build the
knowledge base. The graph above can be built by the
expression

distance (mLrker( ’D21S1),
marker( ’D21S11),

estiaate(O. 17, Rays,
rad-dataset (8000, ’ Cox90),
evidence(lod, 16.96),
order(...) -- explained below
))

Functions are defined on the data types, and
their execution is specified by a collection of infer-
ence rules in constructive type theory. These func-
tions correspond to methods in object-oriented pro-
gramming. These inference rules have traditionally
been used for type inference or automated reasoning
[Backhouse cfal., 1988, Constable et al., 1986], but
we use them to give an operational semantics to func-
tions which operate on elements of the type. Some
inference rules tell how to form the type and data con-
structors. For DISTANCE, these look like

Distance-formation
Distance type

distance-introduction
ml E Distance m2 E Distance e E Estimate

distance(m1, m~,, e) E Distance

These inference rules are calculated in a straightfor-
ward manner from the defstype form above. We also
have developed an algorithm as part of WEAVE which
will calculate inference rules that tell how to eliminate
a type into its constituents and perform computations
on the type. These rules are then used to create a form
in SPIDER which performs well-founded computations,
i.e., under certain liberal conditions the computation
can be guaranteed to halt. x If this proves overly re-
strictive for some application, a full (recursively enu-
merable), functional programming language, such as
Lisp or SML [Milner et ai., 1990], is also available for
the cases where it is necessary.

The elimination and computation rules for DIS-
TANCE are somewhat more complex and are omitted.

’This occurs because all elements of a type must have
been constructed through a finite (though unlimited) ap-
plication of introduction inference rules. In addition, the
functions on the type must be restricted to the primitive
recnrsive functions.
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The details of the rules are not important for the un-
derstanding of how they are used. The elimination
rule describes a function called Distance-eliza which
takes three arguments. The first is the expression to
be evaluated. The others are lambda expressions that
give the body of the function which is to he applied
to the expression depending upon what the outermost
data constructor of the expression is. The computa-
tion rules tell how the second and third arguments to
Distance-eli= are to be used to calculate the result.
This is translated into a lambda expression which is
then evaluated using lazy evaluation when applied to
a distance.

For example, a function to collect all the estimates
of a distance into a list, regardless of the data set or
units, could be defined by the user in SPIDER as:

defsfun values (Distance) ()
disl;ance(?ml,?m2,e,,pty) => nil()
distance(?ml, ?a2, ?e) : : ?next

=> pair(estimate-va2ue(?e),
recttrse(?next) 

This is translated into the lambda expression:

~r.Distance-elim( r, ,i/(),
~ml .Am2.~e.~r.A i.pair( estimate-value( e ), i) 

Results for Heterogeneous Mapping
Although the process of defining a DISTANCE type was
given for radiation hybrid mapping, a similar process
can be used for other maps. The DISTANCE type can
be used for genetic maps, and distance information can
be shared between heterogeneous maps. For exam-
ple, consider a representation of the distance between
D21S1 and D21Sll from a genetic map taken from
[Tanzi et ai., 1988]:

The same data constructors can be used in this in-
stance as were used above for radiation hybrid dis-
tances.

D21S1 ~ffi marker(’D21S1)
D21Sll == marker(’D21Sll)
VenDataSet == dataset(Genetic, ’Venezuela)
distance(D21Sl, D21S11,

estimate(O.O, Morgans, VenDataSet,
evidence(lod, 33.4),
order(...) -- explained below
))



I

Figure h Distance information between D21SI and D21Sll from a radiation hybrid and genetic map.

This leads automatically to a combined graphical
representation in the knowledge base as shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Distance information from additional maps can also
be added, and queries asking for specific information
can be asked of the knowledge base.

Order

Results similar to the types for DISTANCE can be ob-
tained for order information. There are three dimen-
sions of an order representation that we deal with here:
intra-order uncertainty, inter-order uncertainty, and
heterogeneity of maps. Intra-order uncertainty occurs
when no order information is available for a collection
of markers: they are either physically indistinguish-
able or tightly linked with no intervening crossovers or
radiation breaks observed. Inter-order uncertainty oc-
curs when markers can be distinguished, but there is
stiU some uncertainty as to which is the actual order
within the collection of markers and/or with respect
to other markers, though one order may be more likely
than another. Map order information can come from
heterogeneous maps with different levels of granularity
and sometimes conflicting orders.

To deal with this information we must represent:

1. the order of markers and sets of markers,

2. a collection of orders which may be "partially or-
dered" by some likelihood statistic, and

3. collections of orders which may overlap in the mark-
ers ordered, but may conflict and have omitted data.

Although it is useful to have a simple way to represent
known order for a collection of markers, it appears, for
the general case, a representation is needed such as:

which represents uncertainty in the order D21Sll,
D21S1, D21S8, and APP from a genetic linkage map
[Warren et aL, 1989]. The markers D21Sll and D21S1
are tightly linked with no observed crossovers, and the
order D21S11/D21S1 - D21S8 - APP is only 235 times
more likely than D21Sll/D21S1 - APP - D21S8 (usu-
ally not considered statistically significant because it
is less than 103).

Abstractions, data constructors, and data types are
then formed in a manner similar to the process for
DISTANCE. In addition, the arcs in the graph, e.g.,
order1 and order2, can also be treated as nodes (thus
a higher-order, binary logic programming language).
This allows auxiliary information, such as statistical
evidence, to be associated with an order. This is rep-
resented as:

atat~evkten°e

and abstractions can be formed in like manner.
Order information from multiple, heterogeneous

maps can be combined using the same data types. For
example, we can enter order information from a phys-
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ical map [Gardiner and Patterson, 1992], a radiation
hybrid map [Cox et aL, 1990], and two genetic maps
[Warren et al., 1989, Tanzi et al., 1992] of a portion of
human chromosome 21. Each map is entered sepa-
rately, but because of the overlap in markers, a knowl-
edge base which includes the information in Figure 2
is the result.

This represents the most likely order from each map.
In this case, there are no conflicting orders, and a po-
tential overall order can be obtained from WEAVE as is
shown in Table 1.

The overall order was obtained manually, but the
process can be implemented using the topological sort
algorithm [Cormen et al., 1990]. This would be devel-
oped as an part of an application which is external to
WEAVE and accessed through WEAVE’S knowledge base
manager.

Sharing Data Between Different Data
Types

It is important not only to have a flexible method of
defining data in the knowledge base, but also to be able
to retrieve it in a manner which is most appropriate for
the current task. We show one way of defining order in
the knowledge base and two different ways for retriev-
ing it. These three different views allow the knowledge
base to be accessed for specific tasks to make explicit
useful relationships and hide unwanted information.

One way of defining order is to use three types:
VARORDER, ORDER, and OMARKER. Each element in
VARORDER is composed of a collection of orders over
OMarkers, where each OMarker is a set of MARKERS.

The elements in these types can be built using graph
constructors which are roughly:

wVau, O~ler:

~
wAdjONor: ?order

?left ~ ?right

w~#Ocdw: "~/6rorder
wOHarker: ;

left-end / / I "" ,If ?evidence marker

// ~ ---.Z" orderN
’,, LeftEnd ~ " ~ ?initial
’~" ~ ~ J ?l’~er

where the graph primitives denoted by dashed lines
above already exist in the knowledge base, and the
distinction between "left" and "right" is arbitrary.

The ORDER data type can be defined by the knowl-
edge base developer in SPIDER by:

defetype Order ()
initorder (VarOrder ,Evidence, 0Ha.rker) - vlnlt0rder
adj(0rder,OHarker,0Marker) ,, wldj

and the other types can be defined similarly. This can
be made more general by replacing the OMARKER data
type with the user-defined SET(A) type constructor,

then ORDER(A) is a type constructor which can create
the ORDER(SET(MARKER)) data type.

These graph constructors are sufficient to build the
order relationships, though different ones may be more
useful depending upon the presentation of the order in-
formation in the external application and upon desired
integrity constraints for the knowledge base. But, in-
stead of looking at other graph constructors for defin-
ing order relationships, we will examine some of those
useful for retrieving the order relationships.

Although it was useful to create a type such as
OMARKER to refer to sets of markers when defining or-
ders, it is more useful to refer to the individual markers
when retrieving order information. This requires that
the abstractions of the graph used for retrieval overlap
multiple abstractions used for definition. For example,
it is useful to see if there is an explicit order relation-
ship between two markers. This abstraction can be
defined as:

?order

marker I market

?left ?right

where ?left and ?right are bound in the query and
all orders are returned in the result. This combines
primitives which were used in both the ORDER and
OMARKER types. The same graph abstraction can be
used with, say, ?left and ?order bound to find the next
marker in the order or with only ?left bound to find
any adjacent markers regardless of the source of the
order information.

However, we want to isolate the end-user from deal-
ing with the complexities of the WEB graphs, and we
want to allow the application programs to access the
data through SPIDER. To do this, the knowledge base
developer must associate the graph constructors with
data constructors to create new SPIDER types. There
are at least two useful ways of stepping through an or-
der relationship using SPIDER. One way is to use a data
constructor adjacent which specifies that two chairs
are adjacent. The data constructor adjacent would
be associated with the graph constructor above. The
second way is to have three data constructors leftend,
rightend, and interior which access the markers us-
ing the following graph constructors:
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Figure 2: Order relationships from four different genome maps.

order num map type 8onrce order

orderl Rad Hybrid Cox 90 D21S4, D21S52, D21Sll, D21S1, D21S8, APP

order2 Physical Gardiner 92 D21S4, D21Sl10, D21S1D21Sl1’ APP

order3 Genetic Warren 89 D21Sl10, D21SI APP
D21Sl1’ D21S8

order4 Genetic Tanzi 92 D21S4 D21Sl10, D21S1 APP
D21S52’ D21Sl1’ D21S8

overall D21S4, $52, Sll0, $11, S1, $8, APP

Table 1: Order relationships from four maps and their consensus order.

wLoftend:

~WkeI ~mCkeI

?leflmost ?next
The markers can be

wlnterlor: ?ord~ ?order

?left ?cur,’~mt ?riGht

wRightend:

?next ?riOh~ost

accessed either using the
adjacent data constructor (which is the simplest ap-
proach) or using the second approach (which provides
more information to the application).

Access methods can be defined using SPIDER on
these types for easier problem solving. A simple ex-
ample is the function le~l;-of which returns the seat
to the left of the seat specified. This is defined by the

developer as:

defsfun loft-of Harkor0rder2(A)
0

leftend(?order,?lefCmost,?next) -> :ERROR
interior (?order, ?left, ?current, ?right) -> ?left
rightend (?order, ?rlshtmost, ?next) -> ?loft

The advantage of WEAVE is that the type created for
the definition of order and the different types created
for access can be used without redundancy in the data.
This occurs because the same graph primitives are used
to define multiple data types.

Discussion
There are several advantages to designing a knowledge
base to represent heterogeneous mapping information.

1. A knowledge base organizes the information in a
clear, integrated framework which allows inferences
to be made more easily.

2. There is now a process for designing knowledge bases
which can guide development and make more effi-
cient use of the map maker’s time,
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3. The formalisms we have described here have proven
themselves expressive enough for a wide variety of
tasks and appear sufficiently powerful to help solve
the problem of integrating heterogeneous maps.

4. Because these formalisms are very flexible yet can
be implemented efficiently, they promise to be an
effective tool for mapping the human genome.
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